My name is Alexandre, from RC Jundiaí Serra do Japy, D4590, Brazil. We are looking for a district or club
for a Global Grant partnership.
Our club is 8 years old, but we have a good experience in global grants, until now we did around 12 GG,
here and overseas.
Please see our GG summary as follow:
Title: Social inclusion for deaf people
Objective: The objective this project is to help the poor people to get the treatment for deafness Here
in Brasil the health public systems is called SUS. But it doesn´t have therapy and treatment for a lot of
diseases including deafness. In this way there are some specialized institution authorized by the
government for giving this kind of treatment. Here in our region the specialized institution for deafness
is called ATEAL. Ateal gives a free of charge treatment for deaf without financial condition. All treatment
are financial by the government, but the government has a limited budget for this kind of treatment. for
instance if ATEAL has 100 patients the government only pay for 70 treatments. Then we have a waiting
list for the treatment, now we have 1.500 persons waiting for the treatment, the time for waiting could
be until 6 years or more.
Most of deaf persons could be treated and quickly will be a useful person in the society, With a
treatment the deaf could work, study, to be useful for the society. Without treatment this person will be
alone in his small world.
With this project we would like to include in the social life at least 200 persons.
The total cost of this treatment for 200 persons, including hear aid supply will be around US$
100.000,00.
In this way we are looking for partners worldwide, please join us.
Your contribution will be very welcome.
Please let me know it your district or clubs are interested in join us in this challenge.
Feel free to contact me for more details, about this.
Best Regards
Alexandre L.C. Censi
Rc Jundiaí Serra do Japy - D4590
phone: 11-4039-4239
mobile:11-9-8272-8512
skype: alexandrecensi

